British Geophysical Association
Executive Committee Meeting

School of Environmental
Sciences
University of Liverpool
3rd September 2014

Minutes

14:00

Present:
Prof Mike Kendall (MK) – President and Chair
Dr Jenny Collier (JC) – President elect
Dr Jon Mound (JM) – Secretary
Mr Paul Denton (PD) – Schools Liaison and Outreach Officer
D. Sheila Peacock (SP) – invited, RAS Council
Dr Max Moorkamp (MM) – Member without portfolio
Apologies:
Prof Peter Clarke (PC) – Treasurer
Dr James Wookey (JW) – Treasurer elect
Miss Jenny Taylor (JT) – Postgraduate Rep, Website Officer, Newsletter Officer
Prof John Brodholt (JB) – Outreach Representative
Dr Derek Keir (DK) – Meetings Officer
Dr Lyndsay Fletcher (LF) – Parent Society Representative (Royal Astronomical Society)
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Minutes of the BGA Committee Meeting – 12th February 2014

03/09/14-01

The minutes of this meeting were agreed as a true record.
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Matters arising from the minutes, not otherwise included in the full agenda
No matters arising.
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President’s Report
The state of geophysics within the UK is seen to be strong overall, with new university
appointments in the field, successes in funding applications, many meetings organised.

***

The Geophysics Forum has started and met twice but a new lead is required.
ACTION – MK to contact Barry Parsons to discuss new lead.
Geophysics is growing as an entity within parent bodies such as NERC, RAS, GeolSoc.
The BGA should continue to focus on growing the core group of geophysics under the
umbrella of the RAS & GeolSoc.
Move by NERC to reduce funding to fundamental science in favour of impact is of
concern. However, NERC is viewed positively by the international community and other
funding agencies, this reflects well on the state of UK science within the NERC remit, e.g.
geophysics. The reassignment of David Willets from the role of Minster of State for
Universities and Science was noted; he was seen as being a big advocate of science. The
UK geophysics community needs to be sure to engage with the NERC Strategic
Programme Advisory Group to enhance the approval of new proposals and ideas.
Additionally there needs to be engagement with the Training Advisory Group w.r.t. new
Centres for Doctoral Training; forthcoming call related to Risks, Soils should allow the
inclusion of geophysics. There is a current CDT related to Petroleum that includes
geophysics. UK geophysics community to support CDT proposals in geophysics &
numerical methods, and energy security.
NERC funding rules with regards to non-UK EU nationals (or UK nationals educated
abroad) increases the difficulty of UK universities to attract the best PhD candidates. Head
of training from NERC has indicated that no immediate change to these rules is to be
expected. Although Newton fund may help for certain developing nations, this does not
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***

help for EU candidates. The loss of NERC support for MSc places has also affected
university recruitment to those programmes. Agreement was reached that the BGA should
support funding of EU nationals at the same level as UK nationals so that universities can
better compete for top PhD candidates.
ACTION – MK to draft letter on rules re: EU student funding

***

NERC geophysics equipment pool. Recent change to FEC regulations means that Seis-UK
instruments are not cost effective to deploy as the FEC cost approaches that of the outright
purchase of new equipment. The importance of recognising the value of the Seis-UK
resource is agreed, but the inclusion of FEC effectively lowers the cap on proposal
funding requests and encourages alternative solutions that do not make use of Seis-UK. It
is not clear how the current costing rules compare to similar use of other research facilities
and other funding councils.
ACTION – MK will meet soon with Ian Gillespie and will discuss these issues
There were spending cuts to BIS going into the recession; however, >£1 billion of new
funding for capital spending is expected over the next 5 years. The Joint Capital Advisory
committee for NERC is building cases for capital spending calls; individual proposals are
expected to be on the scale of 10’s to low-100’s of millions of pounds. The geophysics
community should develop ideas for big pieces of kit, infrastructure, facilities, surveys.
Nigel Cassidy was elected to the GSL.
Thanks to Sue Bowler for her work on the Why Geophysics Matters report published via
RAS with support from NERC.

***

***

Ground Forum. George Tuckwell is the new representative to this forum.
ACTION – JM to contact George for an update on this for next meeting.
BGA twitter feed is infrequently used, but is incorporated into the new website design of
JT.
ACTION – JC/JM to liaise with JT with regards to how best twitter can be utilised
and interface with website, newsletter, etc.
Welcome to Max Moorkamp upon joining the BGA committee.
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Treasurer’s Report
A report was received in advance of the meeting from PC. Bottom line is that BGA
finances are healthy with ~£12k in hand. New “Khan report” financing is the major
outstanding issue that is delaying funding from parent body. A more detailed budgetary
breakdown is required and there are concerns from RAS that not all suggestions from the
previous report have been implemented, particularly with respect to connecting school
students to geophysics. It was noted that actions have occurred in light of the previous
report; however, a rethink on the new report was agreed. Agreed that a new review of
Geophysics Education in the UK should still be pursued, but that reconsideration of the
structure of such a review is necessary.
ACTION – PD to liaise with Aftab Khan regarding renewal of the review structure
and how best to make use of RAS/GeolSoc/IoP education officers
ACTION – PC to resubmit BGA budget without request for funding for this review
in the current year.
BGA Committee Members & Website Redesign

03/09/14-02

Favourable review of the new website under development by JT (currently at
britgeophysics.org). RAS is still working on arranging a server to be available through the
parent body; a new IT appointment has been made. Current RAS hosted webpages were
acknowledged to be out of date. General approval for the new BGA site remaining hosted
separately from the RAS site (but linked to and from) to allow greater flexibility for BGA
to set design and content.
ACTION – SP/JC to update current RAS hosted pages where possible.
ACTION – JT to finish new webpage. MK to supply images from previous years
competition winners.
ACTION – JM to add SP to BGA-COMMITTEE email list
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Outreach programme
Teachable Moments are very good, but perhaps not sufficiently advertised (they are linked
to on the new BGA website, presumably the BGA twitter account can re-tweet new
releases).
ACTION – PD to email geophysics list on JISCmail alerting subscribers to existence
of teachable moments resource.
RAS 200: Sky and Earth
£1 million available for outreach projects leading up to 2020. Looking particularly for
engagement with non-traditional outreach target groups / audiences. Initial round of
outline proposals this autumn. Individual members discussed ideas that they will pursue.
ACTION – SP to re-advertise RAS200 through JISC mail.
ACTION – PD to forward to BGA exec the minutes of RAS200 organisers meeting.

03/09/14-03

BGA competitions and awards
i) Bullerwell Lecturer 2015 – deadline 31st August 2014
Nominations received for 9 candidates.
Votes from absent committee members were received.
Tim Wright selected as the 2015 Bullerwell Lecturer.

***

ACTION – JM to update wording of nomination instructions for next year to
highlight intention that the award would normally be made to an early career
researcher, e.g. “The nominee should normally be within 10 years of the award of
PhD.”
ii) Image Competition 2014 – deadline 31st August 2014
The submitted images were considered along with votes received from absent
members.
Ranking: 1) Chylik; 2) Chadwick; 3) Taylor
ACTION – monetary prizes to be added for 2nd & 3rd place (£75 and £50,
respectively). Rules on webpage need updating by SP/JT.

***
iii) Best Geophysics Undergraduate prizes
List of this year’s winner to be produced and added to webpage:
Durham - Thomas Reilly
Leicester - Sultan Al-Busaidi
Plymouth - Jordan Geear
Liverpool - Yousef Al Sharhan
Imperial - Matthew Wetton
Keele - Victoria Elliott
Leeds - Kathryn Gunn
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National nominations and awards
i) Patrick Moore Medal of the RAS

03/09/14-04

Discussion of potential candidates for this Medal and other awards.
***
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ACTION – SP to propose, MK to support nominations.
Careers guidance and education review
BGA committee should meet new RAS education officer.

***
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ACTION – JM/SP to invite to next meeting in Feb.
Postgraduate funding
3

i)

Ground Forum – new representative required

03/09/14-05

See President’s Report above.
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Reports from Parent Society Representatives
i) RAS
Report received and summarised by SP. Reminder of availability of grants,
undergraduate summer research projects. Two upcoming RAS specialists
meetings of interest. Reminder of the relatively new Tomkins awards for
instrumentation: PhD thesis; undergraduate prize; grants. More details of all
available through RAS webpages.
ii) Geol Soc

***
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No report received.
ACTION – MK to contact Nigel Cassidy with congratulations on election and to
invite to attend future BGA exec meetings. JM to add to BGA-COMMITTEE email
list if he agrees.
BGA Newsletter
ACTION – JM to check with JT on progress
Upcoming meetings
i) Postgraduate Research In Progress – University of Liverpool (4-5 Sept.)
ii) Wegener 2014 – University of Leeds (1-4 Sept.)
iii) Others requesting sponsorship (History of Seismology, Tectonics from Above)
iv) RAS ‘G’ Meetings
v) RAS NAM National Astronomy Meeting
vi) NAG 2015 (5-6 Feb 2015)

03/09/1406,07

Additional details on the History of Seismology meeting were provided just prior
to the meeting, a schedule of speakers should be advertised soon.
***
***
***

ACTION – Further £500 support agreed for History of Seismology meeting
ACTION – Further £500 support agreed for Tectonics from Above meeting
ACTION – SP to contact Kate Rychert for details of NAG 2015 for the website
Next year’s PGRIP will be held in Southampton.
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Reports from completed meetings
Report sent to committee by DK prior to the meeting. Question regarding dates for 2015
NAG, September or February? (Follow-up with DK confirms February is correct.) NAG
2014 report from Barry Parsons (19 invited speakers, 129 in attendance overall). Still
awaiting reports from Post-Perovskite at 10, and Seismology from Space meetings.
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Any other business
All to search for info on previous locations of PGRIP’s and associated winners for
inclusion on webpages. SP indicated she might have such a list.

***
***
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ACTION – JC to discuss with JT and MM regarding sharing web and/or newsletter
roles.
ACTION – new Postgrad Rep will be needed soon as JT is submitting thesis
Date of next meeting
Exec. – 4th Feb 2015
AGM – 6th Feb 2015
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